Seventh Session, Commencing at 11.30 am

THE DAVID ALLEN COLLECTION OF AUSTRALIAN AGRICULTURAL MEDALS

1964*
Albury Industrial Exhibition, 1879, in silver (47mm) by Stokes & Martin, impressed 'A.Andrews/Albury' and around edge
'Albury Industrial Exhibition 1879'. Grey tone, extremely fine and very rare, especially to this recipient.
$5,000
Private Purchase from Chris Buesnell.
Dr Arthur Andrews (1848-1925) is remembered in medical, historical and numismatic circles. He was the first President of the Numismatic Society of
Victoria 1914-17 and President of the Australian Numismatic Society in 1921, the year of publication of his book 'Australasian Tokens and Coins'. Andrews
was a committee man of the Albury and Border Pastoral, Agricultural and Horticultural Society 1879-1919 and was President on several occasions. As a
G.P. he travelled widely through the Albury District in his horse and buggy.

1965*
Albury & Border Pastoral & Agricultural Society, in bronze (47mm) by Stokes & Martin, inscribed on obverse 'Champion
Boar 1914' and on reverse 'Jno.F.Fortune'. Nearly extremely fine and scarce.
$320
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1966*
Aldinga Annual Ploughing Match, in handcrafted silver (45mm), hollow five part construction, ring top suspension,
inscribed 'Awarded/to/John Bennett/at the/Annual Ploughing/Match/Aldinga/September 14th 1853' obverse 'Best/Man'.
Lightly toned, good extremely fine and extremely rare.
$5,000

1967*
Ararat Agricultural Society, in bronze (39mm) by Pinches(?), inscribed on reverse 'W.Henderson Esq/Leicester/Ewe/2
Tooth/September 1874'. Nearly extremely fine and rare.
$400
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 47 (lot 546).

1968*
Balaklava & Dalkey Agricultural Socy. Incorpd., in bronze (48mm) by Stokes & Martin, reverse inscribed 'Aust.Imp.
Co./Seed Drill/1906'. Extremely fine and scarce.
$320
See also lots 2013 and 2207 to the same company.
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1969*
Bathurst Juvenile Industrial Exhibition N.S.W., in silver (43mm) by Evan Jones, inscribed on reverse awarded 'George T.
Harvey./1st Prize./SecD.Cl 58./1881.' Small edge bruise at top on reverse, otherwise very fine and rare in this metal.
$1,000

1970*
Bathurst Juvenile Industrial Exhibition N.S.W., in bronze (43mm) by Evan Jones, inscribed on reverse Awarded To 'Edith
Hurst./1st Prize./Sec.B.CL 28./1881.' Extremely fine and scarce.
$350
Part of a family pair. See next lot.

1971*
Bathurst Juvenile Industrial Exhibition N.S.W., in bronze (43mm) by Evan Jones, inscribed on reverse 'Malcolm Hurst./1st
Prize./Sec C. Cl 17./1881.' Nearly extremely fine and scarce.
$350
Part of a family pair. See previous lot.

1972*
Beechworth Exhibition, 1873, prize medal in silver (47mm) by Stokes & Martin, uninscribed. Toned, nearly uncirculated
and rare.
$1,200
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1973*
County of Bendigo Agricultural and Horticultural Society, in silver (39mm) by Ernst A.Altmann, inscribed on reverse 'Mr
J.Buncle./1st Prize/Chaff-cutter/Oct 25th/1878'. Lightly toned, nearly uncirculated.
$350
John Buncle (c1822-1889) was a renowned engineer with a particular interest in agricultural equipment. See also lots 2037, 2097, 2102 and 2135 to the
same recipient.

1974*
County of Bendigo Agricultl. & Horticultl Society, in silver (37mm) by Ernst A.Altmann, ornate letter type, inscribed on
reverse 'B.Seymour/Huntly/1st Prize/for/Turkey Cock & Hen/October 19th 1881'. Lightly toned, good very fine.
$300
Ex James Spencer Collection, UK.

1975*
County of Bendigo Agricultl. & Horticultl Society, in silver (37mm) by Ernst A.Altmann, ornate letter type, inscribed
on reverse Awarded To 'W.Bruce/Sandhurst/1st Prize/Bottled Porter/Grand National Show/1882'. Lightly toned, good
extremely fine.
$300

1976*
Bendigo Agricultural & Horticultural Society, undated, in bronze (48mm) uninscribed. Uncirculated.
$200
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1977*
County of Bendigo Agricultural and Horticultural Society, in gold (22ct, 9.30gm, 23mm x 28mm) by Altmann, ring top
suspension, reverse inscribed Awarded To 'Corporal H.J. Read/1st Prize/Lime Cutting/Military Tournament/1885'. An
unusual instance of a military tournament being held at the agricultural show, good extremely fine and very rare.
$700
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 58 (lot 620).

1978*
County of Bendigo Agricultural and Horticultural Society, in silver (23mm x 36mm), ornate ring top suspension, inscribed
on reverse Awarded To 'T.E.Arnfield/1st Prize/Sword & Bayonet/Military Tournament/1885'. Lightly toned, nearly
uncirculated and rare to a military recipient.
$350
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 48 (lot 784 part).

1979*
Berrima District A H & I Society, in silver (44mm) by J.Moore, inscribed on reverse '11th March 1886/won by/Thos.
Grahams/"Darby"/ Fastest Trotting Horse'. Edge nick on obverse at 5 o'clock, toned, nearly extremely fine and rare.
$650
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 59 (lot 1215).

1980*
Blayney A & P Association, in bronze (45mm) by J.Moore, inscribed on reverse '3rd April 1878'. Some spotting, otherwise
extremely fine and rare.
$350
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1981*
Bowen Past. & Agr. Society, in silver (25mm) by E.Altmann, ring top suspension, reverse inscribed Awarded To 'F.S.Ellis
Holt/for/Bull Calf/Under 12 Months/1889'. Lightly toned, good extremly fine and rare.
$300
See next lot to the same recipient.

1982*
Bowen Pastoral and Agricultural Society, undated, in silver (45mm) by Evan Jones, inscribed 'Awarded to/F.S.Holt/for Best
Fat/Bullock'. Lightly toned, nearly uncirculated and rare.
$600
See previous lot to the same recipient.

1983*
Bowen Pastoral and Agricultural Society, undated, in bronze (45mm) by Evan Jones, inscribed on reverse 'J.Bell/2nd
Prize/Blood Mare'. Dark stains on obverse, otherwise extremely fine and scarce.
$320

1984*
Bowen P.A. & M. Association, 1911, in gold (15ct, 6.33gm, 24mm x 30mm), ring top suspension, inscribed on reverse
'Cow Yielding/Largest Quantity/Of Butter Fat/1st Prize/Inverdon Dairy'. Uncirculated and rare.
$350
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1985*
Braidwood P.A. & H. Association, 1907, handcrafted in gold (9ct, 6.45gm, 30mm x 40mm), ring top suspension, inscribed
on reverse 'Awarded to W.I.McKay/For Best Spring Cart/Horse'. Uncirculated and rare.
$350

1986*
Burke District Pastoral Association, Hughenden, in bronze (38mm) by E.Altmann, inscribed on reverse 'James McLean/1st
Prize/Team Of/14 Working Bullocks/The Bonafide Property/Of One Owner/The Morning Prior to Snow/To Be Driven/In
A Waggon/On The Ground/1888'. Minor rim nicks and stains, otherwise good very fine and scarce.
$320

1987*
Burrangong Pastoral & Agricultural Association, in bronze (38mm) by Stokes & Martin, inscribed on obverse '18th April
1871', reverse inscribed 'Wm Scott/1st Prize/Salt Butter'. Good extremely fine and scarce.
$320
See also the next lot to the same recipient.

1988*
Burrangong Pastoral & Agricultural Association, in bronze (38mm) by Stokes & Martin, inscribed on obverse '18th April
1871', reverse inscribed 'Wm Scott/1st Prize/Collection of Fruit'. Good extremely fine and scarce.
$320
See also the previous lot to the same recipient.
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1989*
Cairns Agricl. Pastl. & Mining Association, undated, in bronze (38mm), uninscribed. With traces of gilt, edge nick, good
very fine and rare.
$350

1990*
Pastoral & Agricultural Association of Central New England, in silver (38mm) by W.J.Taylor, London, ring top suspension,
inscribed on reverse 'Awarded/to/Colin Ross/for most effective/ Threshing Machine/ Inverell, 1869'. Lightly toned, nearly
extremely fine and scarce.
$400
See also lots 1991 and 1995 to the same recipient.

1991*
Pastoral & Agricultural Association of Central New England, handcrafted in silver with ornate surround mount (42mm x
53mm), ring top suspension, inscribed 'Awarded/to/Colin Ross/For best bag of/Flour/Inverell, 1869.' Lightly toned, good
extremely fine and rare.
$500
See also lots 1990 and 1995 to the same recipient.
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1992*
P & A Assn of Central New England, 1870, in hand crafted silver with ornate mount (36mm x 45mm), ring top suspension,
inscribed on reverse 'Awarded/To/Mr Colin Fletcher/for best/Pen 3 Ewe Hoggets/Coarse Wool'. Lightly toned, good
extremely fine and rare.
$500
See also lots 1993 and 1994 to the same recipient.

1993*
P.& A. Association of Central New England, 1871, in handcrafted silver (46mm x 55mm), ornate surround and loop top
suspension, reverse inscribed 'Awarded/To/Colin Fletcher/for best/Heavy Mare.' Lightly toned, good extremely fine and
rare.
$500
See also lots 1992 and 1994 to the same recipient.

1994*
Pastoral and Agricultural Association of Central New England, Fourth Show, 1872, handcrafted in silver with ornate
surround mount (40mm x 50mm), ring top suspension, inscribed 'Awarded /To/Colin Fletcher Esq/for best/five fat coarse
wool/Wethers.' Lightly toned, good extremely fine and rare.
$500
See also lots 1992 and 1993 to the same recipient.
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1995*
Pastoral & Agricultural Association of Central New England, in bronze (38mm) by W.J.Taylor, London, inscribed on
reverse 'Awarded To/Colin Ross/For best/Breeding Sow/1871'. Nearly extremely fine and scarce.
$300
See also lots 1990 and 1991 to the same recipient.

1996*
Cobram A.& P.Assocn., in gold (18ct, 7.41gm, 25mm) with double rope twist border and ring top suspension, by Wittenbach
& Co., inscribed on reverse 'Awarded/to/Jno Quintin/for/Best Cow/Beef Type/1900'. Good very fine and rare.
$350

1997*
Coonamble P & A A, in silver (45mm) by Evan Jones, ring top suspension, inscribed 'Awarded to/A.Tobin & Sons/for
best/3 Merino Ewes/under 12 Months/1883'. Dark tone, good very fine and rare.
$450
Ex James Spencer Collection, UK.

1998*
Coonamble P.& A. Association, undated, in silver (48mm) by Stokes & Martin, ring top suspension, reverse inscribed
Awarded To 'H.C.Broad & Co./Best Hogskin Saddle/made by/ Exhibitor'. Light tone, nearly extremely fine and rare.
$450
Ex James Spencer Collection, UK.
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1999*
Coonamble P.& A. Association, Life Member's Pass, handcrafted in gold (15ct, 13.61gm, 25mm x 35mm) by Stokes &
Martin, ring top suspension, inscribed on reverse 'Presented to/M.I.A. Feehan/As a Token of esteem/From the Members
of/The Association/May 1931'. Nearly uncirculated and rare.
$500

2000*
Crookwell Agricultural & Pastoral Association, in silver (38mm) by E.Altmann, inscribed on reverse 'Thos. Willoughby/
Draught Entire/'Young William'/1885'. Holed at top for suspension, toned, very fine and rare.
$450

2001*
Crystal Brook Socty, undated, handcrafted in silver (30mm) by J.M.Wendt, ornate ring top suspension, inscribed on obverse
'Harvesting Machinery/Trial' reverse inscribed 'First Prize/Presented by/Wm Job Esq/To/S.A.Wilkin/Driver Dampweather/
Stripper'. Toned, good very fine and very rare.
$650

2002*
Dimboola and N.W. Wimmera Agricultural & Pastoral Society, in bronze (44mm) by Altmann, inscribed on reverse
Awarded To 'J.D.Jones/2nd Prize/Filly 2yrs/1881'. Very fine and rare.
$350
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 50 (lot 884).
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2003*
Dimboola & N.W. Wimmera Agricultural & Pastoral Society, in silver (44mm) by E.Altmann, inscribed on reverse Awarded
To 'R.Greenwell/for best two Merino Ewes/The Property of Person/Not Owning/Over 500 Sheep/1886'. Toned, nearly
extremely fine and rare.
$650
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 58 (lot 2821).

2004*
Darling Downs Horticultural Association, Toowoomba, handcrafted in silver (41mm), ring top suspension, inscribed
on obverse 'Autumn/Exhibition/March 19th/1883' reverse 'For The Best Miscellaneous Collection of Plants 8ft by 12ft'
'Arranged/For Effect/Awarded to/Robert Filshie'. Good very fine and rare.
$300

2005*
Donald D.P. & A.Socty., in silver (33mm x 35mm) by Blashki, inscribed on reverse '1901/Best/Dairy Cow/Won By/James
Calder', obverse inscribed 'Traverner/Trophy'. Toned, good very fine and rare.
$270
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2006*
Drayton & Toowoomba Agricultural & Horticultural Society, in silver (46mm) by R.C. (R.Capner), inscribed 'Awarded
to/James Radford/Best/Blood Colt/1877'. Edge bruising, lightly toned, extremely fine and rare in this metal.
$470

2007*
Drayton & Toowoomba Agricultural & Horticultural Society, in bronze (46mm) by R.Capner, reverse inscribed 'Awarded
to/J.C. & W.Campbell/Second Prize/Shorthorn Cow/1877'. Edge bruising, otherwise very fine and scarce.
$150

2008*
Eastern Downs Horticultural & Agricultural Asson., Warwick, in silver (31mm), inscribed on reverse '1905/Awarded
To/W.B.Slade/For/Shorthorn Cow/and Calf'. Toned, nearly uncirculated.
$150
See also lots 2105, 2117 and 2118 to the same recipient.

2009*
Eastern Downs Horticultural & Agricultural Asson., Warwick, in silver (31mm), inscribed on reverse '1907/Awarded To/G
& A Gillespie/For/Ayshire Cow/"Nesta". Edge bruising, toned, good very fine.
$130
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2010*
Eastern Downs Horticultural & Agricultural Asson., Warwick, 1898, in bronze (31mm), inscribed on reverse Awarded
To 'J.Cullen/For/Cattle Dog/"Spot". Nearly extremely fine.
$100

2011*
Fitzroy P. A. & H. Society, Rockhampton Show, July 1879, in silver (45mm) by J.Moore, inscribed on reverse 'Awarded
to/Peter Murray/for/Milch Cow'. Toned, extremely fine and rare.
$600

2012*
Gawler Agricultural Horticultural & Floricultural Society S.A., undated, in gilt bronze (47mm), uninscribed. Good very
fine.
$250
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 58 (lot 2843).

2013*
Gawler Agricultural Horticultural & Floricultural Society S.A., undated (1885), in silver (47mm) by Stokes & Martin,
inscribed around edge 'Awarded to Australasian Implement Co for 'Hornsby' Reaper & Twine Binder as 1st Prize Oct
22nd 85'. Toned, extremely fine and rare.
$450
See also lots 1968 and 2207 to the same recipient.
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2014*
Gawler Agricultural Horticultural & Floricultural Society S.A., undated (1902), in bronze (47mm) by Stokes & Martin,
reverse inscribed 'Awarded to/Messrs Jas.Martin & Co.Ltd/1st Prize/ Seedsower Broadcast/17 Sep 1902'. Good extremely
fine.
$250

2015*
Geelong Industrial & Juvenile Exhibition, 1879-80, in silver (35mm) by Altmann, inscribed on reverse Awarded To 'W.M.
Hitchcock/London/Coll-of Exhibits'. Toned, extremely fine and scarce.
$250

2016*
Geelong Industrial & Juvenile Exhibition, 1879-80, in bronze (35mm) by Altmann, inscribed on reverse Awarded To 'Mrs
C.McMillan/Geelong/Stuffed Birds'. Good very fine.
$220
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 54 (lot 684).

2017*
Geelong Industrl. & Juvenle. Exhibition, 1879-80, in silver (20mm x 27mm) by E.A.Altmann, ring top suspension, inscribed
on reverse Awarded To 'J.B.Cullen/Geelong/Macrame'. Toned, good extremely fine and rare.
$250
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 61 (lot 4047).
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2018*
Geelong And Western District Agricultural And Horticultural Society, in silver (35mm)(thin planchet) by Pinches, London,
inscribed on reverse 'Prize/To/Victorian Cloth Coy/For/Tweed/Octr 1874'. Toned, extremely fine and scarce.
$300

2019*
Geelong And Western District Agricultural And Horticultural Society, in silver (35mm)(thick planchet) by Pinches, London,
inscribed on reverse 'Prize/to/Mr John Stanley/For/Dog Cart/Septr.1880'. Toned, good very fine and scarce.
$300

2020*
The Governor's Prize, in silver (46mm) by P.Blashki & Sons, inscribed 'A.Carter/1899/7' (overdate on die cast 7). Toned,
extremely fine and scarce.
$450

2021*
The Governor's Prize, 1896, in bronze (46mm) by Blashki & Sons, inscribed with date only '1896'. Nearly uncirculated
and scarce.
$300
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2022*
Gunnedah P A & H Assn, 1891, uniface in silver (43mm) inscribed 'Second Show/27th & 28th May 1891/awarded to/Miss
Amy Anderson/For Pencil Drawing'. Toned, good extremely fine and rare.
$500

2023*
Gympie Agricultural Mining & Pastoral Association, undated, in bronze (48mm) by R.C.(R.Capner), uninscribed. Nearly
extremely fine and rare.
$500

2024*
Gympie Agricl. Mining & Pastl. Society, in silver (25mm) by Wittenbach & Co., ornate ring top suspension, reverse
inscribed Awarded To 'L.Uhl/For Collection of/Saddlery/1893'. Good extremely fine and scarce.
$250

2025
Hampden & Heytesbury Pastoral & Agricultural Society, in silver (37mm) by Stokes & Martin, inscribed on reverse
Awarded To 'C.Amphelby/First Prize For/Blood Filly Or Gelding/Two Years' and around edge 'Camperdown 25 Oct.
1882'. Lightly toned, good extremely fine.
$400
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2026*
Hawkesbury Agricultural College, in silver (38mm) by L.C.Wyon, inscribed on reverse 'O.H.Baass/2nd Prize/1891/Fodder
Plants'. Toned, uncirculated and rare.
$600

2027*
Hawkesbury Agricultural College, "Burdekin" prize medal in silver (39mm) by W.J.Amor, inscribed around edge
'H.Tollemache 1908'. Toned, nearly uncirculated and scarce.
$370

2028*
Hawkesbury District Agricultural Asscn, undated, Life Vice President's medal, in sterling silver and blue enamel (30mm x
36mm), by Amor, inscribed on reverse 'Presented to/For Long and/Meritorious Service'. Toned, uncirculated and rare.
$150
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 59 (lot 1241).
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2029*
Hawkesbury District Agricultural Society, in silver (44mm) by Evan Jones, ring top suspension, inscribed '1883/First
Prize/for best Coaching Stallion/Vermont Junr/W.Harris'. Toned, extremely fine and rare.
$500

2030*
Herberton Mining Pastoral & Agricultural Association, in silver (47mm) by Hardy Bros, inscribed '1899/Manuscript
Music/won by/F.E.Gielis'. Some edge nicks, toned, very fine and rare.
$450

2031*
Herbert River Agricultural and Pastoral Asson, in silver (44mm) struck at the Sydney Mint, inscribed '1886/ Best collection
of canes/6 varieties/won by/R.M.Boyd'. Toned, good extremely fine and rare.
$500
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2032*
Horsham & Wimmera District Pastoral & Agricultural Society, in bronze (44mm) by Thomas Stokes, reverse inscribed
'2nd Prize/Reaper & Mower/Won By/Joseph Nicholson/1878'. Some minor spots, good extremely fine and scarce.
$300

2033*
Horsham & Wimmera District Pastoral & Agricultural Society, in bronze (44mm) by Stokes & Martin, inscribed on reverse
'W. Kitz & Son' and on edge 'Second Prize Colonial Wine 1880'. Good very fine and scarce.
$300
See also lot 2173 for a related medal.

2034*
Hunter River A & H Association Show, 1877, in handcrafted silver (53mm), plain silver disc engraved both sides with a
twisted rope surround and suspension ring, inscribed on reverse 'Awarded/To/Mr Thomas Spencer/for model of/Electric
Pump./at work.' Has had brooch mount removed, toned, very fine and rare.
$550
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 54 (lot 679).
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2035*
Inverell P.& A. Association, in silver (22mm x 27mm) by E.A.Altmann, ornate ring top suspension, inscribed on reverse
Awarded To 'M.L.Gilholme/for/Best/Rough Hair Terrier/1882'. Lightly toned, good extremely fine and rare.
$270

2036*
Junee P.A. & I. Assocn, 1891, handcrafted in silver (30mm x 30mm), ring top suspension, reverse inscribed 'Champion/
Ewe/S/C/A.J.A.Beveridge'. Very fine and very rare.
$300

2037*
Kerang Agricultural & Pastoral Society, in silver (38mm) by E.Altmann, inscribed on reverse 'Chaff Cutter/ Horse or
Steam/1st Prize/Won by/J.Buncle Esq/27th August 1885'. Lightly toned, extremely fine and scarce.
$450
See also lots 1973, 2097, 2102 and 2135 to the same recipient.

2038*
Lismore A & I Society, Life Member's badge, undated, in gold (9.69gm, 24mm) by P.Wicks & Co, Lismore, ring top
suspension, inscribed on reverse 'G.Nesbitt'. Extremely fine and rare.
$350
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2039*
Liverpool Plains P A & H Association, 1877, in silver (44mm) by J.Moore, inscribed 'Awarded to/ P.R.L.& M.Coy/for the
best/Arab Stallion/"Aladdin". Some edge bruising, light scratches in field, toned, otherwise good fine/very fine and rare.
$450
P[eel] R[iver] L[and] and M[ineral] Company which was managed by Philip Gidley King (1817-1904). Born in Parramatta, King was a midshipman on
HMS Beagle. He became a close friend with Charles Darwin and Sir Henry Parkes. He married Elizabeth, daughter of Hannibal MacArthur in 1843. The
P.R.L & M.Coy was formed when gold was discovered in 1852. King was the first Mayor of Tamworth, 1879-80, and was a Commissioner in 1879 for
the Sydney International Exhibition. See also lot 2084 to the same recipient.

2040*
Lower Clarence Agricultural Society, in silver (30mm), inscribed on reverse 'Awarded/A.H.Garven/for/Devon Bull/1900'.
With edge bruises, toned, nearly very fine and scarce.
$220

2041*
Mackay Agricultural Pastoral & Mining Association, undated, in silver (38mm) hallmark for Birmingham 1877, by Thomas
Stokes & Joseph Moore, inscribed on reverse Prize Awarded To 'F.Davey/for/Beehive'. Toned, extremely fine and rare.
$450

2042*
Mackay Agricultural Pastoral & Mining Association, in bronze (38mm) by Thomas Stokes, inscribed Prize Awarded To
'Rawson Brothers/For/Best Hereford Bull/3 Years/1878'. Extremely fine and scarce.
$270
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2043*
Mackay Agricultural Pastoral & Mining Association, in bronze (38mm) by Thomas Stokes, inscribed on reverse 'Mrs
C.Rawson/Cochin China/Cock & Hen./1883.' Extremely fine and scarce.
$270

2044*
Mackay P.R.F. Association. A.P.& I. Show, in gilt silver (30mm) by Stokes & Sons, reverse inscribed Awarded To 'A.Conley/
1st/Champion/Light Vehicle/1904'. Edge graze on reverse, otherwise good extremely fine and scarce.
$250

2045*
Mackay P.R.F. Association. A.P. & I. Show, in silver (30mm) by Stokes & Sons, inscribed on reverse Awarded To 'Miss
Florie Morgan/Pen Painting/1st Prize/1915'. Lightly toned, good extremely fine and scarce.
$250

2046*
Macleay River A.P. & H. Assn., Kempsey, in silver (21mm) by E.A.Altmann, ring top suspension, obverse inscribed Awarded
To 'Wm Anderson/1st Prize/ Andalusians/1888'. Lightly toned, good very fine and rare.
$250
Ex James Spencer Collection, UK.
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2047*
Macleay A.H. & I. Association, Kempsey, in gold (22ct, 4.14gm, 23mm) by E.Altmann, ring top suspension, reverse
inscribed Awarded To 'Miss A.C.Davies/1st Prize/Oil Painting/1890'. Good very fine and rare.
$600
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 66 (lot 3987).

2048*
Macleay River Agricultural Association, in silver (38mm) by E.Altmann, inscribed on reverse Awarded To 'R.Campbell/1882'.
Toned, good very fine and rare.
$500

2049*
Macleay River Agricultural Assoc., in silver (22mm x 28mm) by E.Altmann, ornate ring top suspension, inscribed on
reverse Awarded To 'D Welsh/2nd Prize/Salt Butter/1887'. Toned, good very fine and rare.
$300

2050*
Manaroo P. & A. Association, in bronze (44mm) by Joseph Moore, inscribed on reverse 'Blood Filly/2 Years/2nd Prize/
Awarded To/Hugh Wallace's/"Alice"/1875'. Minor edge nicks, otherwise extremely fine and rare.
$500
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2051*
Manning River A. & H. Association, in silver (37mm) by E.Altmann, inscribed on reverse 'Miss C.Allan/For Best/Oil
Painting/Presented by/Mr Blasbalk/Feb 1887'. Toned, good extremely fine and rare.
$500

2052*
N.E.P. & A.S., in silver (23mm x 27mm) by E.Altmann, inscribed on reverse Awarded To 'J.McMillan/3rd Prize/Shorthn./
Heifer Yearling/1885/N.E.P.& A.S.'. Toned, extremely fine and rare.
$300

2053*
Agricultural Society of New South Wales, 1870, in bronze (88mm) by Hardy Brothers, inscribed on reverse Awarded
To 'Melbourne/Varnish Company/Class 670,671 No.1833,1835,1836'. With some spotting, otherwise nearly extremely
fine.
$170
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2054*
Agricultural Society of New South Wales, in bronze (88mm) by Hardy Brothers, inscribed on reverse Awarded To 'Thomas
Hodgson/Principal/Sydney School of Design/For Efficient Art Instruction/1872'. Some staining, otherwise good very
fine.
$170

2055*
Agricultural Society of New South Wales, in bronze (88mm) by Hardy Brothers, inscribed on reverse Awarded To 'Joshua
Shipway/of Yass/Exhibits at Yass Pastoral/and Agricultural Show/19 February 1874'. Nearly uncirculated.
$220
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2056*
Agricultural Society of New South Wales, in bronze (88mm) by Hardy Brothers, reverse inscribed 'Hamilton Manufacturing
Co./Hamilton, O./Clothes Wringer/Sydney, N.S.W./1877.' Nearly uncirculated.
$200
New reverse die.

2057*
Agricultural Society of N.S.W., Metropolitan Exhibition, 1874, in gilt bronze (26mm), pierced at top for suspension.
Nearly uncirculated and rare.
$300

2058*
N S W A S, undated, handcrafted in silver (23mm) in shape of Maltese Cross, with ring top suspension, uninscribed.
Good very fine and rare.
$250

2059*
Royal Agricultural Society of N.S.W., in gold (9ct, 15.22gm, 25mm), pierced at top for suspension with ornate top mount,
reverse inscribed 'Awarded/Sylvester Brothers/Champion/Dressed Poultry/1897'. Fine and rare.
$450
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2060*
Royal Agricultural Society of New South Wales, in silver (50mm) by W.J.Amor, inscribed on reverse 'Presented by/N.S.W./
Ornithological Assn./Awarded 1902./E.Terry/for most successful/Exhibitor of Canaries'. Toned, nearly extremely fine and
scarce.
$400
E.Terry was a pioneer settler in the Eastwood District and occupant of Eastwood House 1863-1910. He was first Mayor of Ryde in 1871.

2061*
R.A.S. of New South Wales, 1905, Councillor's badge in brass (32mm x 46mm) uninscribed. Extremely fine and scarce.
$80

2062*
Royal Ag. Soc. N.S.W., undated, Life Members's badge in gold (15ct, 9.34gm, 25mm x 36mm) by Amor, inscribed on
reverse 'F.Cash'. Good very fine and rare.
$500
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2063*
Royal Agricultural Society of New South Wales, 1822 Centenary Show 1922, in silver (50mm) by W.J.Amor, reverse
inscribed 'Awarded To/Gillis & McGrath/For/Champion/Clydesdale Mare' (C.1922/1). Lightly toned, nearly uncirculated
and rare.
$850

2064*
Royal Agricultural Society of New South Wales, 1822 Centenary Show 1922, in bronze (50mm) by W.J.Amor, reverse
inscribed 'Awarded to/J.R.Hadlington/For/Champion/A.O.V./Plymouth Rock' (C.1922/1). Two small spots, otherwise
nearly uncirculated and scarce.
$400

2065*
Royal Agricultural Society of New South Wales, in gold (22ct, 18.78gm, 30mm) by Amor, reverse inscribed 'Royal Easter
Show/Sydney/1936/Awarded to/J.W.Smyth/maker of/First Prize Butter/Local Consumption/Continuous/Grading Class'.
Uncirculated and very rare.
$1,250
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2066*
Royal Agricultural Society of N.S.W., undated (1936), portrait medallion of Edward VIII, in bronze (53mm) by Stokes,
inscribed on obverse 'Edward Albert Christian/George Andrew Patrick David/Born June 23rd 1884'. Uncirculated and
very rare as an inscribed medal.
$500

2067*
Royal Agricultural Society of N.S.W., undated (1936), portrait medallion of Edward VIII, in bronze (53mm) by Stokes,
uninscribed. Uncirculated and scarce.
$270

2068*
Royal Agricultural Society of N.S.W., Royal Easter Show and 150th Anniversary Exhibition, 1938, Sydney, in oxidised
silver (63mm) by Stokes, inscribed on reverse 'Champion Setter-Bitch/"G.Q. CH. Enzed Golden Belle"/Exhibited By/Mrs
M.Cooper' (C.1938/15). Extremely fine and scarce.
$350
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2069*
The Royal Agricultural Society of N.S.W., Royal Empire Show, 1941, in oxidised silver (63mm) by Stokes, impressed on
reverse 'Cattle Dog-Bitch/W.A.Cartwright' (C.1941/2). Nearly uncirculated and scarce.
$250

2070*
The Royal Agricultural Society of N S W, Royal Empire Show, Sydney, 1941, in bronze (63mm) by Stokes, uninscribed
(C.1941/2). Nearly uncirculated and scarce.
$200

2071*
The Royal Agricultural Society of N.S.W., Sydney, in gold (9ct, 75.16gm, 52mm) reverse inscribed 'R.A.S. of N.S.W./1962//
Royal Easter Show/Sherry, Full Bodied, Fruity/Oloroso Type/Penfolds Wines Pty Ltd'. Polished, otherwise extremely fine
and rare.
$1,500
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2072*
Royal Agricultural Society of New South Wales, Award of Excellence, 2000 Sydney Royal Easter Show, in oxidised silver
(50mm) uninscribed. Uncirculated.
$60

2073*
Royal Agricultural Society of New South Wales, Sydney, 'Struck At The/Easter Exhibition/1898', in aluminium (43mm)
by W.J.Amor. Uncirculated and rare in this condition.
$420

2074*
Royal Agricultural Society of New South Wales, Sydney, undated, in silver (43mm) by W.J.Amor, Sir Robert Duff obverse
(C.H/3). Uncirculated and rare in this condition.
$650

2075*
Royal Agricultural Society of New South Wales, Sydney, undated, in white metal (43mm) by W.J.Amor, Sir Robert Duff
obverse (C.H/3). Good fine.
$100
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part

2076*
Royal Agric. Soc. N.S.W., 1910-1941, a group of Member's badges (13) and a Judge's badge, in brass and enamel by Amor
and by Miller. Nearly very fine - uncirculated. (14)
$150

2077*
Easter Show, Sydney, undated, c1910-1920, souvenir badges in gilt bronze by Schwabb S.S. & Co, Milwaukee (C.S/3A,
S/3B, S/3E [missing suspension bar]). Very fine - extremely fine and scarce. (3)
$200

part

2078*
Royal Agricultural Society of New South Wales, 1917-1926, a group of souvenir badges in bronze and gilt bronze (C.1921/3,
1922/2, 1921/2 and variants for 1922, 1923, 1924 and 1925). Extremely fine - uncirculated. (8)
$150
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2079*
R.A.S., undated, c1920s, 'souvenir of this show', celluloid tin badges. Very fine - extremely fine. (4)
$30

2080*
Horticultural Society New South Wales, 1868, in silver (60mm) by Thornthwaite, Sydney, struck at the Sydney Mint,
inscribed on reverse Presented To 'Mr R.Piper/Gr to H.Moore Esq/For A/Collection of Plants' (C.1868/4). Enhancing light
tone, edge bruise on reverse, good extremely fine.
$3,500
This medal also commemorated the visit of HRH Prince Alfred Duke of Edinburgh. 29 of these medals were struck in silver and 52 in bronze.

2081*
Horticultural Society of N.S.W., undated, John Thomas Baptist Memorial Medal, in silver (44mm) by Amor, Sydney,
uninscribed. Lightly toned, uncirculated and rare in this metal.
$300
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2082*
Horticultural Society of N.S.W., undated, John Thomas Baptist Memorial Medal in bronze (43mm) by Amor, inscribed
on reverse, Paeony Dahlia/"Sunset" and around edge 'G.W.Cooper 13.3.29'. Nearly uncirculated and scarce.
$170

2083*
Northern Agricultural Association, Singleton Show, 27, August, 1868, handcrafted in silver (47mm x 62mm), ornate
surround with loop top suspension, reverse inscribed 'Awarded/to/Edward Lee, Esqe./of West Maitland./For Best/Bale of
scoured Fleece Wool.' Good extremely fine and rare.
$600

2084*
Northern Agricultural Association, Singleton Show, August, 1875, in handcrafted silver (47mm x 54mm), ornate surround
and loop top suspension, reverse inscribed 'Awarded to/Peel River Land &/Mineral Company/for best/pen of three/Fine
Woolled Ewes/any age'. Extremely fine and rare.
$650
See also lot 2039 to the same recipient.
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2085*
Northern Agricultural Association, Singleton Show, August 1895, handcrafted in silver (47mm x 66mm), ornate surround
with loop top suspension, reverse inscribed 'Wallace Capp/Pair of Ponies/Not Exceeding 13 Hands'. Extremely fine and
rare.
$600

2086*
The Northern Agricultural Society, S.Australia, Auburn, 1884, in silver (49mm) by E.Altmann, reverse inscribed Awarded
To 'Boucher James/Best/Pr Buggy Horses/under 16 Hands'. Lightly polished, otherwise extremely fine and rare.
$400

2087*
The Northern Agricultural Society, S.Australia, Auburn, 1882, in bronze (49mm) by E.Altmann, reverse inscribed Awarded
To 'J.English/1st Prize/2 Bags Chaff'. Extremely fine and rare.
$320
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2088*
North Queensland P & A.Assn, 1886, in silver (44mm) by R.C. (Robert Capner), inscribed on reverse 'Water color flowers/
original, local/Mrs Spark'. Toned, light scratches in field, otherwise extremely fine and rare.
$500

2089*
North Queensland P & A Assn, 1883, in bronze (44mm) by RC (Robert Capner), inscribed on reverse 'Brood Mare/For
Coaching Purposes/1st prize/ A.Cuthbert'. Extremely fine and scarce.
$320

2090*
Stock medal (as used by N.Q.P. & A.Assn), undated (c1880s), in bronze (44mm) by RC (Robert Capner) and Evan Jones,
uninscribed. Good very fine.
$200
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2091*
Ovens & Murray Agricultural & Pastoral Association, Spring Show, 1880, in silver (68mm) by Stokes & Martin, inscribed
Awarded To 'Government/Experimental Farm/1880' and around edge 'Best Shorthorn Bull'. Holed in edge at top, struck
from rusty dies, very fine and rare.
$1,200
Ex James Spencer Collection, UK.

2092*
Peak Downs Pastoral & Agricultural Society, in bronze (45mm) by R.C. (Robert Capner), inscribed on reverse 'Best/Lady's
Hack/"Actor"/H.B.Rogers-/Harrison.Clermont/1879'. Good extremely fine and rare.
$350

2093*
Picton A.& H. Society, undated (c1880s), in silver (38mm) by Stokes & Martin, inscribed around edge 'Picton A & H
Society', struck on cast blank. Toned, extremely fine and rare.
$500
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2094*
Port Phillip Farmers Society, in silver (51mm) by Arnoldi, reverse inscribed 'Dairy Cow/Second Prize/to/Mr P.McCracken/1857'.
Lightly polished, otherwise extremely fine and scarce.
$500
Ex James Spencer Collection, UK.

2095*
Port Phillip Farmers Society, in silver (51mm) by Arnoldi, reverse inscribed 'Hay Cart/First Prize/awarded to/Mr Gilbert
Alston/Annual Exhibition 1859'. Lightly toned, otherwise nearly uncirculated and scarce.
$500
See also lots 2096, 2166 and 2169 to the same recipient.

2096*
Port Phillip Farmers Society, in silver (51mm) by Arnoldi, reverse inscribed 'Grass Seed Harrows/1st Prize/awarded to/Mr
Gilbert Alston/Annual Exhibition 1860.' Toned, otherwise good extremely fine and scarce.
$500
See also lots 2095, 2166 and 2169 to the same recipient.
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2097*
Port Phillip Farmers Society, in silver (38mm) by Arnoldi, inscribed on reverse 'Wheat Mill/& Flour Dressing Machine/
Prize/awarded to/Mr John Buncle/Annual Exhibition/1862'. Lightly toned, good extremely fine and scarce.
$400
See also lots 1973, 2037, 2102 and 2135 to the same recipient.

2098*
Products of Queensland, International Exhibition, London, 1862, in silver (63mm) by J.S.& A.B.Wyon, uninscribed.
Lightly toned, light marks in fields, otherwise extremely fine and rare.
$1,100

2099*
Products of Queensland, International Exhibition, London, 1862, in bronze (63mm) by J.S.& A.B.Wyon, uninscribed.
Extremely fine and rare.
$650
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2100*
Queensland Exhibition of Colonial Products, Brisbane, 1866, in bronze (63mm) by J.S.& A.B.Wyon, uninscribed. Some
light spotting on obverse, otherwise uncirculated and rare.
$650

2101*
National Agricultural & Industrial Association of Queensland, in silver (72mm) by RC (Robert Capner), ring top suspension,
reverse inscribed Awarded To 'Philip Russell/Victoria/1st Order of Merit/For/Ewes Fleeces/1882'. Scuff marks on reverse,
otherwise extremely fine and rare.
$750
Philip Russell (c1822-1892) was President of the Ballarat Agricultural and Pastoral Society for 6 years.
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2102*
National Agricultural & Industrial Association of Queensland, in bronze (72mm) by R. Capner, inscribed on reverse
Awarded to 'J.Buncle/For Chaff Cutter/1877'. Nearly uncirculated and scarce.
$450
See also lots 1973, 2037, 2097 and 2135 to the same recipient.

2103*
The National Agricultural & Industrial Association of Queensland, in silver (50mm) by J.S.& A.B.Wyon, reverse inscribed
'Exhibition/1895/Mrs Buchanan/Pair Buggy Horses/'Parragon/&/Warrior'. Toned, nearly uncirculated.
$350

2104*
The National Agricultural & Industrial Association of Queensland, in silver (50mm) by J.S.& A.B.Wyon, reverse inscribed
'Exhibition 1896/Karl Elsinger/Fancy/Hairwork/Wigs & C'. Good extremely fine.
$350
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2105*
The National Agricultural & Industrial Association of Queensland, in silver (50mm) by J.S.& A.B.Wyon, inscribed on
reverse 'Exhibition/1896/Marshall/& Slade/Lincoln Ram'. Lightly toned, uncirculated.
$350
William Ball Slade (1843-1938) had extensive property on the Darling Downs and in other parts of Queensand and was famous for his developement of
the Shorthorn, Merino and Lincoln Studs. See also lots 2008, 2117 and 2118 to the same recipient.

2106*
The National Agricultural & Industrial Association of Queensland, in bronze (50mm) by J.B. & A.S.Wyon, reverse inscribed
'Exhibition/1895/Ellangowan/Estate/Lincoln Ewe'. Nearly uncirculated.
$270
See next lot to the same recipient.

2107*
The National Agricultural & Industrial Association of Queensland, in bronze (50mm) by J.B. & A.S. Wyon, reverse
inscribed 'Exhibition/1895/Ellangowan/Estate/Lincoln Ram'. Spot on obverse, otherwise nearly uncirculated.
$270
See previous lot to the same recipient.
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2108
Royal National Show, Brisbane Centenary, 1924, in gilt bronze (25mm) (C.1924/6). Uncirculated and scarce.
$70

part

2109*
Royal National Assn., Brisbane, 1917-1938, a group of Member's badges, mostly ladies, in gilt brass and enamel, various
makers. Very fine - uncirculated. (8)
$80

2110*
Q'land Past & Agric Society, Ipswich, Vice President badge, undated; Steward's badge, undated; Member's badge, 1929,
in gilt and enamel. Extremely fine. (3)
$50
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2111*
Queensland Pastoral Society, Springsure, in silver (51mm) by J.S.& W.B.Wyon, inscribed on reverse 'Banana Branch/To/
Thomas Gillespie Esq/for the best pen/of Five Colonial bred Rams/under twelve months/1868.' Toned, good very fine and
rare.
$650
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 47 (lot 544 part). See next lot to the same recipient.

2112*
Queensland Pastoral Society, Springsure, in bronze (51mm) by J.S.& A.B.Wyon, inscribed on reverse 'Banana Branch/To/
Thomas Gillespie Esq./for the second best pen/of Five Colonial bred Ewes/under twelve months/1868.' Nearly extremely
fine and scarce.
$500
See previous lot to the same recipient.

2113*
National Agricultural & Industrial Association of Queensland, Queensland Jubilee 1859-1909, in gold (22ct, 59.96gm,
46mm) by Amor, inscribed on reverse 'Helidon Spa Water Co/Cordials & Tonics' (C.1909/7). Extremely fine and very
rare.
$4,000
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2114*
National Agricultural & Industrial Association of Queensland, Queensland Jubilee, 1859-1909, in gold (22ct, 60.35gm,
46mm) by Amor, inscribed on reverse 'H.Robertson/Blood Mare' (C.1909/7). Extremely fine and very rare.
$4,000

2115*
National Agricultural & Industrial Association of Queensland, Queensland Jubilee, 1859-1909, in silver (46mm) by Amor,
inscribed on reverse 'W D & H O Wills/Ltd/Tobaccoes' (C.1909/7). Uncirculated and rare.
$1,000

2116*
National Agricultural & Industrial Association of Queensland, Queensland Jubilee 1859-1909, in bronze (46mm) by Amor,
inscribed on reverse 'Miss A.Shaw/for/Art Embdy' (C.1909/7). Good extremely fine and rare.
$450
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2117*
Royal Agricultural Society of Queensland, Queensland Jubilee, 1859-1909, in gold (22ct, 63.08gm, 46mm) by Amor,
inscribed on reverse 'W.B.Slade/Toowoomba' and around edge 'Champion Shorthorn Bull 'Royal Duke 14th'. Uncirculated
and very rare.
$4,000
See also lots 2008, 2105 and 2118 to the same recipient.

2118*
Royal Agricultural Society of Queensland, Queensland Jubilee, 1859-1909, in silver (46mm) by Amor, inscribed on reverse
'W.B.Slade/Toowoomba' and around edge 'Champion Fine Woolled Merino Ram (Unhoused)'. Uncirculated and rare.
$1,000
See also lots 2008, 2105 and 2117 to the same recipient.

2119*
Queensland Jubilee, 1859-1909, presentation medal in silver (46mm) by Amor, inscribed on reverse 'Hon M.Jensen
M.L.C./1909' (similar C.1909/8). Lug broken off at bottom edge on reverse, very fine and rare.
$550
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2120*
Queensland Jubilee, 1859-1909, presentation medal in silver (46mm) by Amor, inscribed on reverse 'E.H.Macartney
M.L.A./1909/Brisbane North' (similar C.1909/8). Broken lug at bottom on reverse, very fine and rare.
$450
Sir Edward Henry Macartney (1863-1956) solicitor and politician, born in Ireland, arrived Brisbane 1883. He held the seat of Toowong from 1900 and
defeated Reid in 1904.

2121*
Queensland Jubilee, 1859-1909, presentation medal in silver (46mm) by Amor, inscribed on reverse 'Hon A.Norton
M.L.C./1909' (similar C.1909/8). Broken lug at bottom on reverse, very fine and rare.
$550
Albert Norton (1836-1914) born in Sydney, active in Queensland from 1861 as a pastoralist and politician, he opposed payment for Members of
Parliament.

2122*
E.D.H. & A.Assn., Warwick, Queensland Jubilee 1859-1909, in bronze (46mm) by Amor, reverse inscribed Awarded To
'R.Eastwell/Champ/Orpington/1910'(C.1909/8). Extremely fine and rare.
$450
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2123*
Richmond River Agricultural Horticultural & Pastoral Society, in silver (37mm) by E.Altmann, inscribed on reverse 'Fanning
Griffiths/& Co/For/Best Durham Heifer/Miss Rockingham 2nd/Casino 1884'. Toned, nearly uncirculated and rare.
$450
See also lot 2125 to the same recipient.

2124*
Richmond River Agricultural Horticultural & Pastoral Society, bronze (37mm) by E.Altmann, inscribed on reverse
'J.C.Irving/for/Devon Cow/over 3 Years/"Fatty"/1884'. Extremely fine and scarce.
$350

2125*
Richmond River Agricultural Horticultural & Pastoral Society, in bronze (37mm) by E.Altmann, inscribed on reverse
'Fanning Griffiths & Co/"No.1660"/Durham Heifer Calf/Casino 1885'. Nearly extremely fine and scarce.
$350
See also lot 2123 to the same recipient.

2126*
Richmond River A.H. & P. Society, Casino, in silver (25mm) by E.Altmann, ornate ring top suspension, inscribed on reverse
'Awarded to/W.Weary/for/Draught Mare/"Diamond"/1889'. Toned, good extremely fine and rare.
$300
Ex James Spencer Collection, UK.
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2127*
Riverina Pastoral Society, in silver (44mm) by G.Crisp & JH (Julius Hogarth), inscribed on reverse 'Champion Prize/To/
T.Beveridge/Best Thoroughbred/Blood Stallion/Jerilderie/1878'. Two small edge bumps, otherwise good very fine and
rare.
$450
Ex James Spencer Collection, UK.

2128*
Riverina Pastoral Society, in silver (44mm) by G.Crisp & JH (Julius Hogarth), inscribed on reverse '2nd Prize/To/A.N.Gilbert/
Best Short Horn Heifer/two years old/Jerilderie/1874'. Small edge bump, toned, good very fine and rare.
$450

2129*
Riverina Pastoral Society, in silver (45mm) by G.Crisp & Julius Hogarth, inscribed on reverse '2nd Prize/To/Saml.Wilson/
Two Ewes/ with lambs at foot/Jerilderie/1871'. Toned, good extremely fine and rare.
$450
Ex James Spencer Collection, UK.

2130*
Robe Pastoral Agricultural and Horticultural Association Show, 5th Oct 1882, handcrafted in gold (18ct, 9.85gm, 27mm)
by H.Steiner, ring top suspension, reverse inscribed 'Best Blood/Entire Roadster/Awarded to/D.McBain Esq'. Uncirculated
and rare.
$1,000
See also lots 2131 and 2133 to the same recipient.
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2131*
Robe Pastoral Agricultural and Horticultural Show, 1883, handcrafted in gold (18ct, 8.11gm, 27mm) by H.Steiner, ring
top suspension, reverse inscribed 'Class E/Best Blood/Stallion/Won by/D.McBain'. Uncirculated and rare.
$1,000
See also lots 2130 and 2133 to the same recipient.

2132*
Robe Pastoral & Agricultural Society, 9th Oct 1885, handcrafted in gold (9ct, 7.11gm, 23mm), ring top suspension, reverse
inscribed 'Best/Spring Cart Horse/ Won By/Mr Jennings'. Fine and rare.
$450

2133*
Robe Pastoral Agricultural & Horticultural Association Show, 22nd Septr 1881, handcrafted in silver (38mm) by H.Steiner,
ring top suspension, inscribed 'For/the Second Best/Working Sheep Dog/Awarded to/ D.McBain'. Toned, uncirculated and
rare.
$1,000
See also lots 2130 and 2131 to the same recipient.

2134*
Rutherglen Agricultural Society, in silver (37mm) reverse inscribed 'Busse & Sons/Dry Full Bodied/Red Wine, Vintage/1887'.
Swivel mount holes in top and bottom edge, otherwise extremely fine.
$1,200
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 58 (lot 2822).
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2135*
St Arnaud Pastoral & Agricultural Society, in silver (38mm) by Stokes & Martin, inscribed on reverse 'Mr J.Buncle/Best/
Chaff Cutter/October 6th 1881'. Toned, nearly uncirculated and scarce.
$400
See also lots 1973, 2037, 2097 and 2102 to the same recipient.

2136*
Sandhurst Industrial Exhibition, 1879, in silver (38mm) by Ernest A. Altmann, inscribed on reverse Awarded To 'Mary
Anne Farnsworth/St. Kilda/Wax Flowers'. Toned, extremely fine.
$300
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 57 (lot 613 part).

2137*
Sandhurst Industrial Exhibition, 1879, in bronze (38mm) by Ernst A.Altmann, inscribed on reverse Awarded To 'S.E.Wills/
Ballarat/Crayon Drawgs.'. Uncirculated.
$250
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 54 (lot 686).

2138*
Seymour Agricultural Association, in silver (38mm) by F & M, inscribed on reverse '1st Prize/For/Potatoes/A.Carnie/1866'.
Good very fine and rare.
$400
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 48 (lot 769).
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2139*
Sheepbreeders' Association N.S.W., Sydney Jubilee Sheep Show, 20-23 June 1951, exhibitors medal in silvered bronze
(51mm) by Stokes, uninscribed. Good extremely fine and scarce.
$100
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 54 (lot 850).

2140*
Shepparton & Lower Goulburn Valley Agricultural & Pastoral Society, in silver (23mm x 29mm) by E.Altmann, pierced
at top with ring suspension, inscribed on reverse Awarded To 'W.Archbold/for/Roland Fowls/Oct 1883'. Fine/very good
and scarce.
$200

2141*
Shepparton Agricultural Society, in silver (47mm) by Stokes & Sons, reverse inscribed 'Sire of Best/Draught Yearling/Colt/
Awarded to/George W.Archibald/"Pride of Moray", edge inscribed 'Champion Prize Spring Show 13th & 14th November
1917'. Uncirculated and rare.
$600
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2142*
Shoalhaven Agricultural & Horticultural Assoctn. N.S. Wales, undated (c1885) in bronze (50mm) by Altmann, uninscribed.
Nearly uncirculated and rare.
$370

2143*
South Australian Agricultural & Horticultural Society, 1867, in gold (22ct, 22.69gm, 33mm) by J.M.Wendt, inscribed
around edge 'J.M.Wendt Design & Workmanship in Gold' (C.1867/4). With small test cuts on edge, otherwise very fine
and extremely rare especially to this recipient.
$5,000
Joachim Matthias Wendt (1830-1917) migrated from Holstein to Adelaide in 1854; he was naturalised in 1864. Wendt produced four caskets for the Duke
of Edinburgh's visit to Adelaide in 1867. He was commissioned by the Duke for other work and appointed 'Jeweller to His Royal Highness' in South
Australia. Wendt was the builder and owner of the Adelaide Arcade.

2144*
South Australian Agricultural & Horticultural Society, 1867, in silver (33mm) by J.M.Wendt, inscribed around edge
'W.G.Coombs Saddlery' (C.1867/4). Heavy edge bruising, otherwise very fine and rare.
$500

2145*
South Australian Agricultural & Horticultural Society, 1867, in silver (33mm) by J.M.Wendt, uninscribed (C.1867/4).
Edge bruising, otherwise good very fine and rare.
$500
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2146*
South Australian Agricultural & Horticultural Society, 1867, in bronze (33mm) by J.M.Wendt, uninscribed (C.1867/4).
Very fine and rare.
$400

2147*
The Royal Agricultural and Horticultural Society of South Australia, in silver (69mm) by J.S.& A.B.Wyon, inscribed
around edge 'Awarded to W.D.Crozier for Combing Merino Ewe (2-1/2 & under 3-1/2 yrs) Sept 1899'. Rough edges and
fields, otherwise good very fine.
$350
See also lots 2186, 2187, 2189, 2190, 2191, 2193, 2194 and 2195 to the same recipient.

2148*
The Royal Agricultural and Horticultural Society of South Australia, in silver (70mm) by J.S.& A.B.Wyon, inscribed
around edge 'Awarded to Canowie Pastoral Coy for Suffolk Punch Entire (over 2 yrs) Sept 1903'. With edge bruises,
polished, otherwise very fine.
$350
See next lot to the same recipient.
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2149*
The Royal Agricultural and Horticultural Society of South Australia, in silver (69mm) by J.S.& A.B.Wyon, inscribed around
edge 'Awarded to Canowie Pastoral Co for Suffolk Punch Brood Mare Sept 1907'. Polished, otherwise very fine.
$350
See previous lot to the same recipient.

2150*
The Royal Agricultural and Horticultural Society of South Australia, in bronze (69mm) by J.S.& A.B.Wyon, edge inscribed
'Awarded to Saunders Cohoun & Co for Hams September 1886'. Nearly uncirculated.
$270
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2151*
L.P.P.A. & H. Association, Tamworth, 1893, in handcrafted silver (41mm x 60mm), ornate surround with ring top
suspension, reverse inscribed 'R.H.Quinton/Single Seated/Buggy'. Toned, good extremely fine and rare.
$500

2152*
Tamworth Pastoral & Agricultural Association, undated (c1900), in gilt bronze (30mm), uninscribed. Good extremely
fine and rare.
$270

2153*
Tasmanian Southdown Sheepbreeder's Assocn., in silver (30mm) inscribed on obverse 'Best/Southdown Ewe' reverse
inscribed 'Launceston Show/1906/Special/Prize/Awarded to/R.C.Grubb'. Lightly toned, nearly uncirculated and scarce.
$250

2154*
Tenterfield P.A.M & H. Society, in silver (38mm) by E.Altmann, reverse inscribed 'Awarded To/J.M.Warren M.D./Sec1
Class 36/Hunter Sheik/Carrying 10-1/2 St/1885'. Toned, nearly uncirculated and rare.
$400
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2155*
Towers Pastoral Agricultural & Mining Association, in silver (48mm), reverse inscribed 'Awarded/To/Martin Smith/For/
Collection of/Printing/1896'. Toned, nearly uncirculated and rare.
$650

2156*
Towers Pastoral Agricultural & Mining Association, in bronze (48mm), reverse inscribed '2nd Prize/Awarded/to/T.Buckland
& Co/for a roll/of spiced beef/June 1884'. Some corrosion on obverse, otherwise extremely fine.
$270

2157*
Towers Pastoral Agricultural & Mining Association, in silver (30mm) by Altmann, reverse inscribed 'Awarded to/P.J.Allen/
Spaniel Slut/'Gyp'/1891'. Toned, extremely fine and scarce.
$300

2158*
Townsville Pastoral & Agricultural Association, in bronze (44mm) by RC (Robert Capner), inscribed on reverse 'August
1889/Awarded to/E.E.Cowley/For/Chutnee'. Nearly uncirculated and scarce.
$350
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2159*
Townsville Pastoral Agricultural & Industrial Association, Queensland Jubilee, 1859-1909, in silver gilt (46mm, 56.2gms)
by Amor, inscribed on reverse 'J.H.Rae' and around edge 'Butchers Bullock 1909'. Good very fine and rare.
$1,000

2160*
Trangie Show, 1936, in silver (30mm) by Prouds, ring top suspension, inscribed on reverse 'Stud Merino/Sheep/Junior
Judging/Winner/N.D.Goudie'. Toned, good very fine and rare.
$250

2161*
Upper Hunter P & A Association, Muswellbrook Show, 1877, handcrafted in silver with ornate floral surround mount
(43mm x 50mm) inscribed 'Awarded/to/J.W.King/for best/Collection Leather'. Toned, good very fine and rare.
$650
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2162*
Victoria Agricultural Society, handcrafted in silver (hollow) with ornate beehive and wheatsheaf attachments (40mm)
inscribed on obverse 'Speed the Plough', reverse inscribed 'Extra Prize/Kidney/Beans/Awarded to/Mr Arthur Dyson/April
21st/1858.' Toned, extremely fine and extremely rare.
$3,500

2163*
The National Agricultural Society of Victoria, 1881, in silver (50mm) by Julius Hogarth, ring top suspension, reverse
inscribed 'D.Alston', edge inscribed 'First Prize Carriage Harness'. Nearly uncirculated.
$300
See also lot 2165 to the same recipient.

2164*
The National Agricultural Society of Victoria, 1877, in bronze (50mm) by Julius Hogarth, reverse inscribed 'Phil.Abbot'
and edge inscribed 'First Prize Terrier Dog 'Roughy'. Minor rim cuts, otherwise good very fine.
$200
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2165*
The National Agricultural Society of Victoria, in bronze (50mm) by Julius Hogarth, ring top suspension, reverse inscribed
'1st Prize/D.Alston/ Wagonette Harness/1880'. Extremely fine.
$200
See also lot 2163 to the same recipient.

2166*
The Royal Agricultural Society of Victoria, in silver (35mm) by Stokes & Sons, reverse inscribed 'Gilbert Alston' and edge
inscribed 'First Prize, Farm Waggon, 1892'. Toned, nearly uncirculated.
$100
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 52 (lot 698 part). See also lots 2095, 2096 and 2169 to the same recipient.

2167*
The Royal Agricultural Society of Victoria, 1897, in silver (35mm) by Stokes & Sons, reverse inscribed 'W Allamby/
&Co/1897' and on edge '1st. Prize Stallion Stock Saddle'. Toned, nearly uncirculated.
$100

2168*
The Royal Agricultural Society of Victoria, in silver (35mm) by Stokes & Sons, reverse inscribed 'Daniel White/& Co.
Ltd./2nd Prize/1899' and edge inscribed 'Landau'. Toned, nearly uncirculated.
$100
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2169*
Royal Agricultural Society of Victoria, in silver (35mm) by Stokes & Sons, inscribed on reverse 'Gilbert Alston/1902' and
on edge '1st Prize, Farm Tip Dray'. Toned, nearly uncirculated.
$100
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 52 (lot 698 part). See also lots 2095, 2096 and 2166 to the same recipient.

2170*
The Royal Agricultural Society of Victoria, in silver (35mm) by Stokes & Sons, reverse inscribed 'Hogan Bros./1903' and
on edge '3rd Prize, Lincoln Ewe With Lamb At Foot'. Toned, uncirculated.
$100

2171*
Department of Agriculture Victoria, The Grand National Show Held At Ballarat, in gold (15ct, 15.09gm, 30mm) by
Stokes, ring top suspension, inscribed on reverse Champion Prize/'1908'/Awarded to 'L.A.Tinworth/for/Best Wyandotte'.
Proof like uncirculated and scarce.
$550

2172*
Department of Agriculture Victoria, Victorian Poultry and Kennel Club, 1910, in gold (15ct, 13.12gm, 30mm) by Stokes,
ring top suspension, inscribed on reverse Champion Prize/Awarded By/Dept. of Agriculture/to/'Mrs Sarah Lauger/for Best
Pair/Export Birds'. Good extremely fine and scarce.
$470
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2173*
Department of Agriculture Victoria, The Royal Agricultural Society of Victoria, 1908, in silver (47mm) by Stokes, inscribed
on reverse Champion Prize/of/Australia/Awarded By/Dept. of Agriculture/to/ 'L.Kitz & Sons Prop. Ltd./Dry Wine'. Lightly
toned, uncirculated.
$250
See also lot 2033.

2174*
Victoria Centenary Agricultural Show, 1934, in bronze (53mm) by Stokes, uninscribed (C.1934/6A). Uncirculated.
$100

2175*
Victorian Centenary Horticultural Council, 1934, Combined Centenary Horticultural Exhibition, Fitzroy Gardens,
Melbourne, 23-27 Oct. 1934 award medal in silver (50mm) by Stokes, inscribed on reverse 'Cr G.F.Garden/Treasurer'
(C.1934/1). With box of issue, uncirculated and rare.
$450
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 88 (lot 1277).
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2176*
Royal Agricultural Society of Victoria, Royal Melbourne Centenary Show, 1948, in bronze (54mm) by Stokes, uninscribed
(C.1948/4). Uncirculated and scarce.
$200

2177*
Victoria Industrial Society, in silver (30mm) by H.de Gruchy, ring top suspension, inscribed on reverse 'Awarded to/Mr
Robert Cole/for the best/Sample of Figs/1855'. Very good and extremely rare.
$600

2178*
Villiers & Heytesbury Agricultl. Assoctn., in silver (38mm) by Stokes & Martin, reverse inscribed 'Awarded/To/E.D.Evans
& Co/1st for/Collection of Saddlery/1899'. Minor rim nick, otherwise good very fine and scarce.
$400
Ex James Spencer Collection, UK.

2179*
Villiers & Heytesbury Agricultl. Assoctn., undated (c1890s), in bronze (38mm) by Stokes & Martin, uninscribed. Very
fine.
$200
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2180*
Villiers & Heytesbury Agricultl. Association, in silver (29mm) by A.N.Wittenbach, inscribed on reverse Awarded To
'W.J.Price/1st/Collection of/Saddlery/1905'. Lightly toned, extremely fine and scarce.
$270

2181*
Warialda Pastoral And Agricultural Association, undated, in gilt silver (38mm) by Flavelle, inscribed on reverse 'First
Prize/W.F.Nolte/Collection of/Fine Arts'. Edge nick on reverse, otherwise nearly extremely fine and rare.
$400

2182*
Warialda P. & A. Association, handcrafted in silver (34mm) inscribed on reverse '1891/Best/Pencil Drawing'. Nearly
extremely fine and rare.
$350

2183*
Warracknabeal Agricultural and Pastoral Society, in bronze (47mm) by Stokes & Martin, inscribed on reverse Awarded
To 'McDonald Bros/1889'. Marks in fields, very fine and rare.
$250
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 57 (lot 625).
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2184*
Warren Pastl. & Agritl. Assocn., in silver (44mm) by Evan Jones, ring top suspension, reverse inscribed 'Awarded to/
W.A.Gardiner,/for best/"Bull"/3 Yrs & Over/1883'. Toned, very fine and scarce.
$450
Refer to the next lot to the same recipient.

2185*
Warren Pastl. & Agritl. Assocn., in silver (45mm) by Evan Jones, ring top suspension, reverse inscribed 'Awarded to/
W.A.Gardiner/for best/"Bull"/2 Yrs & Under 3/1883'. Toned, good very fine and scarce.
$450
Refer to previous lot to the same recipient.

2186*
Wentworth Pastoral Agricultural & Horticultural Society, undated (c1890) in gilt silver (42mm) by S.Schlank, inscribed
'1st Prize/Single/Harness Horse/Driven/Won By/W.Crozier/Moorna'. Extremely fine and scarce.
$450
See also lots 2147, 2187, 2189, 2190, 2191, 2193, 2194 and 2195 to the same recipient.
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2187*
Wentworth Pastoral Agricultural & Horticultural Society, undated (c1890) in gilt silver (42mm) by S.Schlank, inscribed
on reverse 'Champion/Prize/Merino Ram/Won By W.Crozier/Moorna'. Extremely fine and scarce.
$450
See also lots 2147, 2186, 2189, 2190, 2191, 2193, 2194 and 2195 to the same recipient.

2188*
Wentworth Pastoral Agricultural & Horticultural Society, 1888, in silver (43mm) by S.Schlank, inscribed on reverse 'Spring
Cart Horse/In Harness/First Prize/Won By/J.M.Halbert/1888'. Edge bruise, otherwise extremely fine.
$420
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 58 (lot 2816).

2189*
Wentworth Pastoral Agricultural & Horticultural Society, 1888, in silver (42mm) by S.Schlank, inscribed on reverse 'Pair
Carriage Horses/16 Hands/Or Over/First Prize/Won By/W.Crozier/1888'. Lightly toned, extremely fine and scarce.
$420
See also lots 2147, 2186, 2187, 2190, 2191, 2193, 2194 and 2195 to the same recipient.
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2190*
Wentworth Pastoral Agricultural & Horticultural Society, in bronze (42mm) by S.Schlank, inscribed on reverse 'October
1892/3 Merino Ewes/1-1/2 to 2-1/2 Years/2nd Prize/ Won by/W.Crozier/Moorna'. Small rim nicks, otherwise good very
fine and scarce.
$270
See also lots 2147, 2186, 2187, 2189, 2191, 2193, 2194 and 2195 to the same recipient.

2191*
Wentworth Pastoral Agricultural & Horticultural Society, 1888, in silver (28mm) by Schlank & Schmidt, inscribed on
reverse 'Aldernay Bull/Any Age/Second Prize/Won By/ W.Crozier'. Toned, good extremely fine and scarce.
$300
See also lots 2147, 2186, 2187, 2189, 2190, 2193, 2194 and 2195 to the same recipient.

2192*
Wentworth Pastoral Agricultural & Horticultural Society, 1888, in silver (28mm) by Schlank & Schmidt, inscribed on reverse
'Pair Carriage Horses/16 Hands/Or Over/Second Prize/Won By/C.G.McMahon'. Toned, extremely fine and scarce.
$300

2193*
Wentworth Pastoral Agricultural & Horticultural Society, 1888, in silver (28mm) by Schlank & Schmidt, inscribed on
reverse 'Merino Ewe/Under/1-1/2 Years/Second Prize/Won By/W.Crozier'. Toned, good extremely fine and scarce.
$300
See also lots 2147, 2186, 2187, 2189, 2190, 2191, 2194 and 2195 to the same recipient.
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2194*
Wentworth Pastoral Agricultural & Horticultural Society, undated (c1890s), in silver (29mm) by Schlank & Schmidt,
inscribed on reverse '2nd Prize/Alderney/Bull/Won/By/W.Crozier'. Extremely fine and scarce.
$300
See also lots 2147, 2186, 2187, 2189, 2190, 2191, 2193 and 2195 to the same recipient.

2195*
Wentworth Pastoral Agricultural & Horticultural Society, undated (c1890s), in silver (29mm) by Schlank & Schmidt,
inscribed on reverse '2nd Prize/Ewe/Under 1-1/2 Yrs/Won/By/W.Crozier'. Extremely fine and scarce.
$300
See also lots 2147, 2186, 2187, 2189, 2190, 2191, 2193 and 2194 to the same recipient.

2196*
Royal Agricultural Society of Western Australia, in silver (48mm) reverse inscribed 'Awarded To/J.N.Cox/Exhibitor
obtaining/highest number/of Points/in/ Dried Fruit Classes/Royal Show/1924'. Good very fine and rare.
$350
Ex James Spencer Collection, UK.

2197*
Royal Agricultural Society of Western Australia Show, 1929, in bronze (37mm) by Kruger Gray and Sir Bertram MacKennal,
inscribed around edge 'Best Light Breed F.G.Bailey'. In box of issue with inside lid embossed 'Western Australian/Centenary
Committee/Centenary Award/to/Champion Prize Winners/at the/Royal Agricultural/Society Show'. Extremely fine and
rare in this form.
$120
This medal was issued in conjunction with the Western Australian Centenary Committee.
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2198*
W.B.& B.P. & A. Society, Show 1878, in silver (44mm) with ornate handcrafted scroll and loop suspension, by J.Moore,
inscribed on reverse 'Awarded to/Mr A.H.Brown's/ "Blue Bell" Sec I Class XII'. Extremely fine and rare.
$650
See next lot to the same recipient.

2199*
W.B. & B. P & A. Society, Show 1878, in silver (44mm) by J.Moore, inscribed 'Awarded to/Mr A.H.Brown's/"Leap
Year"/sec II. class 49.' Struck from rusty obverse die, some scratching on reverse, nearly extremely fine and rare.
$600
See previous lot to the same recipient.

2200*
Wide Bay & Burnett P. & A. Society, in silver (43mm) by E.Altmann & Wittenbach & Co. Melb., inscribed on reverse
Awarded To 'W.Barker/For/Single Buggy/1896.' Toned, good very fine.
$500
Ex James Spencer Collection, UK.
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2201*
Wide Bay & Burnett P.& A.Society, in silver (37mm) by E.Altmann, inscribed on reverse 'Awarded/To/John Parser/ for/
District made/Soap/Exhibition/1889'. Holed at top for suspension, toned, good very fine and rare.
$450

2202*
Wilcannia P. A. & H. Society, Inaugral Show, 25th & 26th May 1893, in silver (43mm) inscribed on reverse 'Mr E.P.Quin./
For/Brood Mare/With Foal at Foot/"Mincemeat". Maker's name has been removed, nearly uncirculated and rare.
$450

2203*
Wooroora Agricultural Society, in silver (44mm) by A.F (Fenwick), hallmark for Birmingham 1900, inscribed on reverse
'Won by/J.G.Traeger/Collection Implements/11 Oct 1906'. Lightly toned, nearly uncirculated and rare.
$600
Ex James Spencer Collection, UK.
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2204*
Yass Pastoral and Agricultural Association, in silver (69mm) by Hardy Bros, reverse inscribed '13th Annual Show/ 1883/
awarded to/D.Robertson/Merino Ram (Hogget)/Sec 3 Class 48.' Edge bruises, toned, extremely fine and rare.
$1,200

2205*
Yass Pastoral and Agricultural Association, in bronze (69mm) by Hardy Bros, reverse inscribed 'Awarded to Joshua
Shipway/for/Silk Worm Cocoons/1875'. Good extremely fine.
$850

2206*
The Yorke's Peninsula A.H & F. Society, S.Australia, Kadina, 1885, in silver (49mm) by E.A.Altmann, reverse inscribed
Awarded To 'F.W.Allen/1st Prize/Blood Entire Horse/"Bomba"/1885'. Edge bump on obverse, toned, extremely fine and
rare.
$600
Ex James Spencer Collection, UK.
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2207*
The Yorkes Peninsula A.H & F. Society, S.Australia, Kadina, 1886, in bronze (49mm) by E.A.Altmann, reverse inscribed
'Awarded To/Australian Implement Co/Second Prize For/Hornsby Twine Binder'. Good very fine and scarce.
$300
See also lots 1968 and 2013 to the same recipient.

2208*
The Yorke's Peninsula A.H & F. Society, S.Australia, Kadina, undated, in bronze (49mm) by E.A.Altmann, uninscribed.
Good very fine.
$200

2209*
Stokes & Martin, stock medal in bronze (38mm), uninscribed and without Society name. Nearly uncirculated.
$150

2210*
G.D.R.I. & H.A., Shepparton, 188-, prize medalet in silver (22mm), with Centenary of Newcastle 1897 obverse (C.1897/3
obverse). Toned, nearly uncirculated and extremely rare.
$300
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 60 (lot 941 part).
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2211*
Brewer's & Allied Traders International Exhibition & Market, in gilt silver (44mm) by T&S, hallmark for Birmingham
1930, inscribed on reverse '1930/Empire Wine Competition/B.Seppelt & Sons Ltd/1st Prizes For/Sparkling Burgundy/and/
Sparkling Hock'. Lightly toned, good extremely fine and scarce.
$450

part

2212*
Arthur Yates & Co Reliable Seeds, 1914-1937, in silver (38mm) (6) and bronze (38mm)(2) by Amor, a group of medals
given as garden prizes at Liverpool, Murchinson, Northam, Tenterfield and West Maitland. Very fine - uncirculated. (8)
$320

2213*
Armidale Annual Show, 1893, in brass (24mm) 'A Souvenir Of The Farewell Visit Of/His/ExcellencyThe/O.F/Earl Jersey/
To/Armidale' (C.1893/1). Good very fine and scarce.
$120

2214*
Advertising medalet, c1890, in silvered bronze (22mm), A H Wittenbach & Co, Late E A Altmann, Medallists, Melbourne
(C.A/4). Good very fine and rare.
$300
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 88 (lot 1084 part).

2215*
Advertising medalet, c1890, in silvered bronze (22mm), A H Wittenbach & Co, Late E A Altmann, Medallists, Melbourne,
with ram reverse (C.A/5b). Extremely fine and rare.
$300
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 88 (lot 1084 part)
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MISCELLANEOUS

2222*
USA, Moon Landing, 1969 in fine gold (20mm) fitted in
decorative 18ct gold clasp ring mount and loop fitted, total
weight 5.8gm. Extremely fine.
$250
2223
Gold nugget, 40.8gm. As found or very fine.

2216*
Gold coin bracelet, in 9ct (34.28gm; 19cm), curb link with
each link stamped and with heart padlock latch with safety
chain, fitted with five coins all in ring mounts, half sovereign,
1890, sovereigns, 1890S, 1913M, 1918P, USA, five dollars,
1901S, total weight 70.6gm. Very fine.
$2,500

$2,000

2217
Austria, Franz Joseph, four ducats, 1915 restrike (KM.2276)
with 18ct gold decorative ring mount and loop fitted, total
weight 22.8gm. Surface marking from wearing as jewellery,
otherwise very fine.
$850
2218
Austria, Franz Joseph, four ducats, 1915 restrike (KM.2276)
with 18ct gold ring mount and loop fitted, total weight
18.7gm. Heavy Surface marking and obverse dings in field
from wearing as jewellery, otherwise very good.
$750

2224*
Commemorative fine silver ingot, 100gm, World Cup 2002,
obverse with World Cup symbol and pinyin inscription
'China football team out of Asia to the world', reverse, same
inscription in traditional Chinese, and with a soccer player at
each side of the year 2002, at base is name, 'Fan Yiang Mint'
in traditional Chinese. In fitted case, extremely fine.
$100

2219
Austria, Franz Joseph, four ducats, 1915 restrike (KM.2276)
with 14ct gold ring mount and loop fitted, total weight
15.4gm. Surface marking from wearing as jewellery,
otherwise very fine.
$600

2225
Sovereign scales, for testing sovereign and half sovereign,
in brass, weight with impressed crown, below impressed,
'Sovereign / crown / Warranted', on coin trays, 'Sovereign
Warranted' and 'Sovereign 1/2', in original box. The box
fine, scales extremely fine.
$100

2220
Great Britain, gold half sovereigns, Queen Victoria, old head,
1897 and George V, 1914, jewellery copies. Uncirculated.
(2)
$300

2226
Coin case, chased leaf pattern, c1920 in nickel silver, with
different spring loaded compartments providing for five
denominations, on one side marked for sovereign and
half sovereign, the other side marked for 1/-, 6d, 3d, edge
impressed, 'Made in England', and two-compartment side
impressed, 'Patent / JW / B'. Very fine.
$80
2227
Vesta cases, one sterling silver, hallmarked Birmingham,
1892, makers Rolanson Brothers; another sterling silver,
hallmarked Chester, 1895, maker William Neale; another
silver plated, unmarked, circa 1895. (3)
$80

2221*
Great Britain, enamelled coin brooches, George III shilling,
1820, Queen Victoria, florin, 1887. Good very fine. (2)
$100
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2236
Diamond cluster ring, six stones in yellow gold (9ct, 2.7gm),
total approx .25 carat. Very fine.
$200
2237
Diamond ring, four stones, in yellow gold (18ct, 2.1gm),
bridge setting, approx 1pt diamonds. Very fine.
$100

2228*
Diamond ring, solitaire, round brilliant cut stone of approx
1.00 ct, six claw setting, 18ct gold band, total weight 4gm.
Extremely fine.
$2,000

2238
Dress ring, in white gold (18ct; 3.6gm), set with four small
diamonds within a leaf spray attached to plain band, also
necklace (51mm) in white gold (9ct; 4gm). Extremely fine.
(2)
$180
2239
Amethyst ring, solitaire, in heavy yellow gold setting (18ct,
11.6gm), rub-over setting, stone measures 22mm x 11mm
across the top. Very fine.
$400

2229*
Diamond ring, square diamond with rounded corners, old
cut approx .90 ct in six claw setting, 18ct gold band, total
weight 3.3gm. Extremely fine.
$1,200

2240
Amethyst ladies ring, in 18ct gold, multi faceted round stone
in a basket setting, total weight 5.1gm. Extremely fine.
$150

2230
Diamond ring, solitaire, round brilliant cut of 0.25ct,
bevelled edges, six claw coronet setting, platinum band
(4.3gm). Very fine.
$1,000

2241*
Gent's ring, greenstone, oval in shape, in a decorative 9ct
gold setting, total weight 10.3gm. Extremely fine.
$150

2231*
Diamond cluster ring, in yellow gold (18ct, 3.9gm), eight
stones with total weight of approx .6 carat. Very fine.
$500

2242
Ladies dress rings, in gold (9ct, 5.3gm) (3), three stone
garnet, seven stone sapphire and a fancy scroll band; bracelet,
diamond cut links in gold (9ct, 14.9gm) and a neck chain,
diamond cut links in gold (9ct, 10.9gm). Very fine. (5)
$800

2232
Diamond ring, in yellow gold (18ct, 8.3gm), cross-over
setting with five diamonds totalling approx .35 carat. Very
fine.
$450

2243
Ladies dress rings, in 9ct gold (4) includes rainbow sapphire,
topaz and synthetic sapphires, total weight 11.3gm. Very fine
- extremely fine. (4)
$200

2233
Diamond ring, three stones in yellow gold (18ct, 3.9gm),
claw set semi-illusion, with large centre stone of approx .17ct
and two small side diamonds of 1pt each. Very fine.
$300
2234
Diamond ring, star cluster in yellow gold (18ct, 4.4gm),
illusion setting with centre stone surrounded by eight small
stones, approx weight .20 carat. Very fine.
$200
2235
Diamond ring, three stones, rub-over setting, in rope design
white gold setting (18ct, 2.0gm), old cut stones, centre stone
approx .04 carat. Very fine.
$200

2244*
Ladies dress ring, emerald cut dark yellow stone, claw set,
floral decorated around, in 18ct gold, total weight 10.3gm.
Extremely fine.
$250
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2253
Gold neck chain, in 18ct, (11.5gm, 46cm), herringbone style.
Extremely fine.
$400
2254
Necklace, in 14ct gold (44mm) with three pendants attached,
a cross, a heart and an anchor within a circle, total weight
2.8gm. Good very fine. (4)
$90

2245*
Ladies dress ring, red/brown stones in cluster setting, in 14ct
gold, total weight 8.5gm. Extremely fine.
$200
2246
Ladies dress ring, large, emerald cut smoky quartz, claw set
in 9ct gold, total weight 13.3gm. Extremely fine.
$150
2247
Ladies ring, turquoise coloured scarab set in 18ct white gold
ring, total weight 7.6gm. Extremely fine.
$150

2255*
Vintage gold bracelet, (18ct, 37.2gm), set with a single
cultured pearly surrounded by seven white stones (spinels?),
width 24mm, adjustable catch. Some tassles missing,
otherwise very fine.
$1,200
2256
Gold bracelet, flat curb link in 18ct (10.5gm; 20cm); also
one earring, part chain and gold dental inlays and crowns,
all in 18ct (9.7gm). The bracelet worn where link joins clasp,
otherwise very fine. (7 pieces)
$580

2248*
Ladies dress ring, turquoise cluster of stones in a leaf setting,
in 18ct gold, total weight 4gm. Extremely fine.
$120
2249
Ladies rings, one orangestone, the other light greenstone,
both oval in shape and both set in 14ct gold rings, total
weight 5.2gm. Extremely fine. (2)
$100

2257
Gold bracelet, yellow gold (9ct, 11.8gms), fancy rope style,
19cm, with parrot catch. Very fine.
$150

2250
Ladies sweetheart ring, (D.E.A.R.E.S.T.), in 14ct gold,
multiple stones in princess setting, artifical diamond, total
weight 4.4gm. Three small sapphires missing but easily fixed,
otherwise good very fine.
$100

2258
Chains, and a bracelet all in gold, some broken, total weight
(9ct; 14gm and 18ct; 3gm). Fine - very fine. (lot)
$350
2259
Amethyst set of necklace and earrings, in gold (9ct, 9.3gm);
rope style necklace with fob clips and heart locket with rope
link bracelet, both in gold (9ct, 26.9gm); two chain bracelets,
one with heart locket and a belcher link neck chain with
amethyst heart locket, all in gold (9ct, 32.6gm); diamond cut
link bracelet in gold (18ct, 8.4gms). Very fine. (7)
$2,000

2251
Rings, in gold (18ct; 4.5gm), (9ct; 11.4gm), all ladies rings
except one gent's signet ring set with black onyx, the ladies
rings include one with small diamond. Very good - very
fine. (6)
$350

2260
Gold heart locket, (18ct, 11.3gm, 29mm), includes attached
herringbone 18ct trace chain, ring top suspension. Extremely
fine.
$400
2261
Pendants, in gold, cut throat razor (9ct; 2.1gm), white opal
in frame (9ct; .4gm); cross (9ct; 1.5gm); Buddha in ivory
under glass set in gold with engraved temple on reverse (14ct;
1.5gm); map of Tahiti (22ct; 1.4gm). Very fine - extremely
fine. (5)
$170

2252*
Gold necklace, in 9ct gold (44.9gm; 56cm), belcher style with
two fob chain style securing clasps. Extremely fine.
$800
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2262*
Sapphire and pearl spray brooch, modern setting, in yellow
and white gold (18ct, 6.6gm, 38mm x 20mm), pin back.
Extremely fine.
$250
2263
Gold jewellery, an assortment of pieces, several damaged,
in 14ct (12.4gm), 9ct (32.2gm); a 9ct gold pendant frame
(estimated weight 3gm) fitted with Great Britain aluminium
bronze one pound, 1990; France, gold five francs, 1864,
badly damaged (1.61gm; .900 fine). Poor - very fine. (lot)
$900
2264
Gold and sterling silver jewellery, includes bracelets, neck
chains, pendants and earrings. Good - very fine.
$200

2270*
Gent's gold (18ct) full hunter pocket watch, 1895, top
wind, plain case number 254735 (48mm), works number
4652395, white dial with black Roman numerals, gold
hands, subdial seconds watch with Arabic numerals, dial
marked, A.W.W.Co / Waltham Mass., works lid engraved,
'Presented to / T.Swan / Telegraph Master / Ryde / March
26th 95', total weight 125gm. In working order, very fine.
$750

2265
Sterling silver jewellery, (135gm), fob necklace (40cm); fob
bracelet (18cm); rope chain (64cm); another rope chain
(46cm) with pink scottish cairngorm (agate) stone in a silver
surround (60mm x 38mm). Very fine.
$150
2266
Jewellery, a large assortment of mostly costume jewellery
with some attractive pieces, includes loose pearls, rings,
earrings, cufflinks, necklaces, brooches and pendants, also
some sterling silver including a fob piece from 1906; a
Ronson cigarette lighter in original box; some coins, mostly
Australian one and two cent pieces. Poor - extremely fine.
(lot)
$50

2271
Buren, Grand Prix, gents wristwatch, Swiss made, c1960s,
stainless steel case (33mm), manual wind, 17 jewel
movement, centre seconds hand, stainless steel hands and
baton numerals, new black leather bracelet. In working
order but not tested for accuracy, in original Buren box,
very fine.
$80

2267
Necklaces, silver appearance but actually base metal. Brand
new, uncirculated. (approx 150-200)
$50
2268
Fob watch chain, original antique with attached T bar, 9ct
rose gold (21.5gm), 36cm (14 inch), each link stamped.
Very fine.
$350

2272*
Certina ladies 18ct gold wristwatch, Swiss made, manual
wind, case number 417536 with machine turned texture
finish around dial (32mm x 30mm), gold dial with baton
hour and minute markers, gold textured bracelet, total
weight 67.2gm. In working order, extremely fine.
$2,500

2273
Eldor, ladies gold wristwatch, Geneva, in 14ct with 14ct
bracelet (8mm wide), total weight 22.7gm. Glass cracked,
appears to work, very fine.
$400
2269*
Mourning fob, with 9ct gold fittings, attached is a key winder
and a 14ct gold fob (approx 11.5gm) with polished stone
insert, overall weight 26.6gm. Good very fine.
$450
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2281
Valgine, ladies bracelet wristwatch, Swiss made, c1970s, in
.925 (sterling) silver, vertical oblong face (40mm x 12mm),
silver dial and hands, baton marks at 3, 6, 9 and 12 o'clock,
manual wind. Running, but not tested for accuracy, very
fine.
$100

2274*
Eterna, Eternamatic 3000, gents wristwatch, c1970s, in gold
(18ct, 77.6gm (total weight), 33mm dial), including bracelet,
date at 3 o'clock, gold dial and hands, centre seconds hand.
In working order but not tested for accuracy, very fine.
$3,500
2275
Georg Jensen, gents bracelet wristwatch, c1990s, stainless
steel, manual wind, integral half slip on bracelet, plain
stainless steel dial (33mm) and hands, made in Denmark.
Running but not tested for accuracy, very fine, a quirky
fashion watch.
$1,000

2282*
Purse watch, gold filled and black enamel by Movado
for Tiffany & Co c1926, 50mm x 30mm when closed,
square 19mm champagne dial with gold Roman and baton
numerals, Tiffany & Co on the dial, automatic winding
mechanism not working, together with a later Tiffany &
Co jewellery pouch. Very fine.
$260

2276
Gucci, ladies bracelet wristwatch, c1980s, Italian made,
oblong gold filled case (37mm x 18mm), probable quartz
movement, black hands, no numerals. Not running,
otherwise very fine.
$100

2283
Ladies silver pocket watch, .935 fine silver, Bern, Switzerland
hallmarks, half hunter, with key; gents full hunter pocket
watch, gold plate, by International, English make. Fine.
(2)
$100

2277
Longines, gents wristwatch, c1980s, gold filled case (30mm
x 28mm) and bracelet, gold face, batons and hands, quartz
movement. In original Longines box, not running, some
wear to the bracelet, fine.
$80

2284
Wristwatches, ladies Chanel J12; Gent's Bulgari Diagono
Professional; Casio Auto Light; Guy Laroche; Rado Voyager;
Tag Hauer Monaco; and a damaged Bulova, case and works
only, no hands or glass. Mostly reproductions, the last poor,
the first two as new, overall poor - uncirculated. (7)
$150

2278
Omega, gents wristwatch, c1930s, rolled gold cushion shaped
case (33mm), missing lug at 12 o'clock, manual wind with
subsidiary seconds hand, Arabic numerals, Omega signed
dial and movement. Hands rusted, not running, fair.
$100

2285*
Vintage thimble, in gold (dia 16mm, ht 20mm, 5.8gm) by
Ketcham & McDougall, Brooklyn N.Y. (USA), marked inside
apex 'MKD / 14K', engraved with a small '9'on outside, with
attractive cross hatch design and raised scrollwork. With
scratches, otherwise nearly extremely fine.
$200

2279*
Omega, De Ville, gents wristwatch, c1970s, gold filled case
(32mm x 25mm) with stainless steel back and gold filled
integral bracelet, gold face and hands, probable quartz
movement. Not running, very fine.
$200

2286
Money box, in cast pewter (8cm long x 8cm high x 3.3cm
wide), monk or veiled girl with small jar laden cart pulled by
a large dog, reverse impressed 'Sixpenny Piece Bank'; small
pearl handled pen knives, hallmarked blades, early 1900s
(2); cigarette holder by F.O.B., 9ct gold band at cigarette
end, in original lined and shaped case marked at side, 'Pure
Timber Guaranteed'. Very fine. (4)
$100

2280
Sandoz of Switzerland, gent's gold wristwatch, 18ct gold
rectangular case number 80429 14, gold dial and hands,
mesh brecelet marked 18K but tested as not gold. Appears
to work, good very fine.
$250
Together with original Sandoz guarantee booklet.
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2287
Byzantine Cross, bookmark ex Metropolitan Museum
of Art, New York, in original packet (unused); ancient
Byzantine icons, official copies on canvas, wood and a gold
background, 18.8cm x 14.8cm (2), 14.9cm x 11.8cm, 6cm
x 4.8cm (4). Extremely fine - uncirculated. (8)
$50

2296
Collectables, unused match boxes and packets, mostly
privately issued advertising types and mostly Australian,
also unused year diaries (5) featuring famous characters or
events. Mostly uncirculated. (155)
$50
2297
Vinyl records, includes long play and 45s, many rock 'n roll,
also movie soundtrack albums and others. A good variety,
very fine. (80+)
$100

2288
Michelangelo, by Grolier, selection (14) of his drawings on
matte finish art paper suitable for framing and stored in
fold-over cover; Thailand, oil paintings unframed on canvas
(3), two colourful river market scenes (250mm x 250mm)
and (450mm x 590mm), the third an outrigger canoe all in
shades of blue (840mm x 495mm). The first with foxing
spots on reverse but drawings mostly unaffected, extremely
fine, the others very fine - extremely fine. (17)
$50

2298
Wind up toy, Fire Chief in truck, keywind, when wheels
turn Chief's head rotates, in plastic and metal (16cm long
x 17cm high x 10cm wide), made in USA by Mar, c1950s.
Very fine.
$50

2289
Russia icon, 19th century, traditionally painted depicting
Christ showing half length, with overlaid metal riza (18cm
x 22cm). Extremely fine.
$500

2299
World, postcards from early 20th century to 1980s but
mostly later period, many with postage stamps fixed to the
postcard, many are from Europe, Great Britain, Canada and
the United States, but other countries are represented. Mostly
very good - fine. (approx 350)
$100

2290
Russia icon, 19th century, traditionally painted depicting
Mother of God and Christ Child, overlaid with an elaborate
metal riza, set in a glazed and framed timber travelling case
with gilded insert (34.5cm x 29.5cm). Extremely fine.
$600
2291
Edward VIII, memorabilia, three cups, two sandwich trays, a
print of Edward VIII, paper back 'Wallis' 1968; also replica
Confederate States five hundred dollars Feb 17, 1864. A cup
and tray broken otherwise fine - extremely fine. (8)
$50

2300*
Canon, Netherlands East Indies, (c17th-18th century),
Lantaka cannon (swivel rail cannon), heavy bronze casting,
triangular decorative elements and raised sight at the muzzle,
mounting swivel intact, (93cm long, 25mm bore, total
weight 18kg). Slight damage to muzzle, otherwise intact
with attractive dark patina.
$2,000

2292
Belt buckles, large cowboy type, featuring various decorative
finishes. Uncirculated. (4)
$50

Includes a custom made heavy wooden display stand fashioned to resemble
a ship's railing. These cannon were designed to be temporarily mounted to
the ship's railing while in use. They were employed in close quarters fighting
and used as signalling devices. The present owner purchased the piece from
an Antiques dealer in Wagga Wagga in the 1980s who stated that it was
rescued from an Indonesian scrap metal yard in the 1970s.

2293
Belt buckles, Giant Trucks and Eagle, both in metal and
enamel and both unused; a variety of shoulder patches
(a few undesirable types) (18); Limestone High Pep Club
(USA) large tinnie c1960s; stage money Australian 10/-, £5
and £10; Hell Bank, mint notes (9); other notes including
promotional types and vouchers, a large quantity including
some multiples (150). Fine - uncirculated. (189)
$50

Ex Phillip Harding Collection.

2301
Scott of the Antarctic, unopened Fry's Cocoa 1lb net tin
souvenired from Scott's hut in 1958 by a New Zealand sailor,
E.A.Wilson; also, a crossing the Antarctic Circle certificate
(410mm x 505mm) named to Edwin Alfred Wilson aboard
NZ warship 'Endeavour' dated 27 Dec 1958 and signed by
the ship's RNZN commander. The tin with foxing on label
and rusting on lid, otherwise very fine, the certificate good
very fine. (2)
$400

2294
Franklin Mint, collector knives depicting game wild-life, in
padded packets. Uncirculated. (6)
$150
2295
Collectable licence plates, USA original car licence plates
(3) for California (Aug 84) in Dept of Motor Vehicles
Sacramento large postal envelope, California (The Golden
State - Feb 88), New York; advertising from Australian beer
cartons, suitable for framing and bar display (18) noted two
of 'Cane Toad' super strength, all mostly early 1990s. Very
fine - extremely fine. (21)
$50

Scott's hut located on the north shore of Cape Evans on Ross Island in
Antarctica was erected in 1911 by the British Antarctic Expedition of 191013 led by Scott. After 1917 it remained untouched until 1956 when it was
dug out of the snow and ice in a good state of preservation and it contained
many artefacts from earlier expeditions. Some items were taken as souvenirs
at the time and since (as for example this tin of Cocoa) nonetheless, the hut
remains basically as it was in 1917. New Zealand and the United Kingdom
have undertaken responsibility at various times to maintain it. Included is a
photo of the hut's kitchen showing a crate marked Fry's Pure Cocoa.
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2302
Antique bone whistles, (2, different sizes); gent's Waltham
wristwatches (2, damaged); souvenir pins, 2006 (7, Indian
Pacific & The Ghan); RA Infy (QC) hat badge; Australian
colonial banknote types, all replicas (35); stamps in
Australian Seven Seas illustrated stamp album 1913-1969,
mostly used, also FDCs (6); Pope John Paul II silver medals
(2) one with St Peter's Basilica on reverse (34mm), the other
with La Pieta statue (35mm). Good - uncirculated. (55 +
stamps)
$50
2303
Gas mask, M-51 CBB French - Belgium WWII gas mask with
standard NATO filter c1950's-1960s era, light weight and
specially designed for extended use with superior comfort
and secure fit; together with gold plated wrist watch cased
of Milus brand and another of a ladies Enicar pocket watch
with small gilt chain; Japan 1980 mint set in wallet and
miscellaneous medals, jetons (8) and Australian pence (3).
Fine - uncirculated. (15)
$100
2304
Coin albums, see both sides, Dansco, florin; Whitman
Australia type collection bronze and decimal (2); also
banknotes twenty dollars (R.409a), (2) fifty dollars (R.515),
and jeweller's miniature Maximillian and Carlotta gold peso
coin; also stamps, ten dollars painting in Impressionist book
by Australia Post, FDC's of AAT, an old stamp album and
loose stamps. Fine - uncirculated. (approx 70)
$120
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